CA DESIGN ANNOUNCES FREE ONLINE PCB TRAINING
IN CELEBRATION OF NEW VIRTUAL CLASSROOM PLATFORM
CA Design, the official training company of HP Worldwide, is pleased to announce free PCB training to
celebrate the recent launch of Virtual Classroom—a flexible online learning platform.
Cupertino, CA (April 15, 2009) – CA Design, the official training company of HP Worldwide, has recently
launched Virtual Classroom—a flexible, comprehensive, and cost-effective PCB training platform designed to
efficiently and effectively meet educational needs without the added time and cost of traveling to learn offsite.
Virtual Classroom provides all the benefits of site-based learning, but with the added comfort and convenience
of working from a personal desktop or laptop.
CA Design’s Virtual Classroom courses provide students with an unbiased, end-user perspective of the
software, real-time expert instruction via the Web, an interactive classroom experience with enhanced
personalized attention, and straight-forward talk regarding potential software problems. As a leading PCB
Design Service Bureau in addition to being a distinguished training provider, CA Design’s instructors are wellversed in various design platforms and work with the software every day, enabling them to provide the best
training possible.
To celebrate the launch of Virtual Classroom, CA Design is currently offering free online training for the first
five people who sign up for each weekly session. In addition, a limited-time discount of nearly half-off the
regular price is being offered through May for all full-length Virtual Classroom courses including the following:




Allegro Design Entry HDL Front-to-Back or
Concept HDL
Allegro PCB Editor Release 16
Allegro PCB Librarian






Basic and Advanced Router
Constraint Manager
OrCAD Capture
PADS Layout

Prospective students can learn more, as well as sign-up directly for free or full-length Virtual Classroom
courses, on CA Design’s website at www.cadesign.net.
About CA Design:
Chandler Automated Design was founded in 1988 by Robert Chandler as a high-quality, low-cost source for
Printed Circuit Board design, fabrication and assembly, training, and project management. CA Design produces
premium designs for digital boards, small analog boards, ECL, RF, high-speed, surface mount, chip on board,
and micro-via and specializes in various software platforms including, Cadence® OrCAD®, Mentor Board
Station, Cadence® Allegro® PCB Editor, PADS Power PCB, Protel, PCAD, Cadstar, and Mentor Expedition.
CA Design’s experienced designers, personalized service, and premium designs are the reason so many
customers have become repeat clients over the past twenty-plus years. We stake our reputation on the quality of
our work, training, and service.
For additional information about CA Design, please contact:
Carolle Chandler
408.873.7598
carolle@cadesign.net
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